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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Fanatec releases features, prices and pictures
of their all-new CSL Elite Series Products:
 CSL Elite Wheel Base
 CSL Elite Pedals
 CSL Elite Pedals Loadcell Kit

Landshut, Germany – 26.08.2016 – Fanatec today introduced three new products of the CSL Elite Series, expanding their
product range priced below their high-end ClubSport Series.
The CSL Elite products are introduced together with the European Launch of Assetto Corsa for Consoles and in
partnership with this title, as it is the perfect match. Therefore, the new product launch comes with a great bundle, the
CSL Elite Wheel Assetto Corsa Edition. It comes with a free Assetto Corsa Xbox One version hard-copy as a bundle
discount in EU, USA/Canada and Australia for the first pre-order customers. The Bundle contains the CSL Elite Wheel
Base, the CSL Elite Pedals, the CSL Elite Pedals Loadcell Kit and the CSL Steering Wheel P1 for Xbox One. It is
compatible with PC and Xbox One®.

The CSL Elite Wheel Base makes Fanatec High-End functionality affordable. Positioned below the ClubSport Wheel
Base V2, but more powerful than the V1, the CSL Elite Wheel Base is certainly powerful enough to handle all CSL and
ClubSport steering wheels.It comes with the automotive grade quick release system established by Fanatecs ClubSport
series and therefore is compatible with all CSL and ClubSport Steering Wheels. The powerful brushless servo motor in
combination with the single belt drive, delivers incredibly smooth and super-fast Force Feedback effects with instant
acceleration, eliminating dead spots. The turning maximum is 1080° of rotation, adjustable in the wheel tuning menu
during gameplay from 90° to 1080°. A new feature are the rev lights built into the top cover of the Wheel Base allowing
RPM information, and other functions (depending on the game), like fuel level. In addition to the hard-mount points, the
racing Wheel Base comes with a table clamp right out-of-the-box allowing a stable and toolless attachment to your desk
or table.

The CSL Elite Pedals come in a solid full-metal Aluminium design, delivering the same technology and materials as used
in high-end pedals, even at the mid-range price. The new electronics feature potentiometer sensors with metal gears on
the two pedal arms for throttle and brake, that provide the same 12bit resolution as the ClubSport V3 pedals. Each
pedal´s (gas, brake, optional clutch) horizontal position on the heelrest is individually adjustable, and can even be
separately mounted onto your customized cockpit without the heelrest plate. The detachable rubber pads on the pedals
give you the choice between grip or a slick surface.
The human body memorizes muscle tension much better than foot position. This is why all car brakes measure the
pressure and not the travel. The CSL Elite Pedals Loadcell Kit adds the loadcell brake unit as third pedal to your CSL
Elite Pedals. The former brake unit gets equipped with a new limiter pad and becomes the clutch pedal. The
exchangeable electronics unit adds USB connectivity and a Handbrake port. If you have to hit the brake hard, the load cell
takes up to 90kg pedal pressure. The sensitivity can be adjusted during gameplay in the wheel tuning menu from very
gentle to ultra-heavy, like in a Formula car. The completely new design of the brake allows for adjustment of the
resistance and travel of the brake pedal without using any tools. Just change and arrange the various brake buffer
components to generate a huge variety of combinations of resistance. There are three anti-skid pads included with this kit
so you can decide between blank, rubber pad or anti-skid pads for each pedal.
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Pricing and Availability
 The products will be available exclusively for online purchase in the Fanatec Webshop, available for pre-order
immediately. Shipping to customers is planned to begin late October.
 Prices:
Euros incl.
USD excl.
AUD incl.
Product
JPY incl. VAT
VAT
Sales tax
GST
499,95
CSL Elite Wheel Base
319,95
299,95
28.900
CSL Elite Pedals
89,95
79,95
129,90
9.900
CSL Elite Pedals Loadcell Kit
139,95
129,95
219,90
16.900
CSL Elite Pedals LC
219,90
199,95
329,90
25.900
CSL Elite Wheel Assetto Corsa Edition
689,80
639,85
1059,70
84.700
Assetto Corsa for Xbox One
49,99
49,99
89,95
n.a.
CSL Steering Wheel P1 for Xbox One
149,95
139,95
229,90
19.900
(formerly released)

Please navigate to https://www.fanatec.com/eu-en/media/gallery for high resolution pictures of the products (online
ASAP).
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